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Video of RP officer pulling gun goes viral
Man’s cellphone recording
of encounter outside home spurs
city inquiry, social media outrage
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DE MO C RAT

A video of a Rohnert Park police
officer who pulled a gun on a man
recording their encounter on a cellphone went viral this week, prompting an inquiry by city officials to determine if the officer followed city

policies.
The video shows an uneasy conversation between the officer and video
taker, Don McComas. The officer orders McComas to take his hand from
his pocket but the man initially refused to do so, saying, “No, I’ve done
nothing.” The officer then draws his
weapon, pointing the barrel at the
ground.
The video spurred a flurry of outrage on social media after McComas
posted it online on July 29 — his
Facebook post has been shared more
than 20,000 times, while the video has

been viewed more than 200,000 times
on YouTube. The video landed on the
radar of city officials this week, who
responded to a deluge of calls and
emails, including some from police
watchdog groups across the country,
with a statement posted to Facebook
on Tuesday promising that they were
“taking it seriously.”
The recording raises questions
about when an officer may lawfully
pull a weapon and in what circumstances must a person follow orders.
The incident also underscores

An image from
a video taken
by a Rohnert
Park resident
and posted
last week
on Facebook
shows his
encounter
with a police
officer who
drew his gun.
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Blaze slows, toll grows

Candidate whose popularity
is built on style may be tough
to pin down in GOP debate
By TRIP GABRIEL
NEW YORK TI ME S

He announced a “foolproof”
plan to destroy the Islamic
State, but said, “I’m not going to
tell you what it is tonight.”
He proposed a “great wall” to
keep out illegal immigrants, but
changed his mind when he visited the Mexican
GOP DEBATE
border.
When: 6 tonight
He donated
$10,000 to reChannel: Fox,
elect Gov. Scott
KTVU 2
Walker of Wisconsin, but in attacking Walker,
blithely revealed that he had no
idea of the governor’s record
when he made the contribution.
Donald Trump, who will be at
the center of the first Republican presidential debate Thursday night, may prove as elusive
a target to his rivals as a puff of
smoke.
That is because Trump’s popularity — his support in some
polls is now double that of his
closest competitors — is built on
his unfettered style, rather than
TURN TO TRUMP, PAGE A5
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‘PLAY AT THE PUMP’: Pilot
program selling lottery
tickets at Sacramento-area
gas pumps to expand / B5

KENT PORTER / The Press Democrat

TAKING REFUGE: Cassandra and John Raffaelli of Spring Valley await word on a relative in the fire zone Wednesday at the Moose Lodge in Clearlake Oaks.

Rocky fire 30 percent contained; more destruction found in burned areas
By ROBERT DIGITALE, GLENDA ANDERSON
and RANDI ROSSMANN
T H E PR E SS DE M OC R AT

Two days of cooler weather have slowed the advance of the Rocky fire, but the reported toll from
its destruction grew significantly Wednesday as
firefighters were better able to inspect areas already burned by the state’s largest wildfire.
As the blaze entered its second week, some
evacuees Wednesday settled in to a makeshift
existence and waited for permission to return to
homes now being kept safe by firefighters.
The number of homes destroyed by the fire on

Crews at Cal Fire facility at SR airport
coordinate aerial bombers’
delivery of retardant on Rocky fire
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THE LATEST

Toll: 43 homes, 52 outbuildings
destroyed; 69,600 acres burned
Evacuations: 1,200 ordered
from homes; another 10,000
or so advised to vacate.
Crews: Nearly 3,500 firefighters
Online: For video, more photos
and the latest updates, go to
pressdemocrat.com
INSIDE: Firefighting consumes
Forest Service budget / B4

Sonoma County base key in air attack on blaze
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Wednesday evening rose to 43, compared with 24 a
day before. In addition, 52 outbuildings were consumed, nearly double the number reported Tuesday.
None of the new losses occurred overnight
Tuesday or Wednesday, officials said.
“It’s a very, very rugged area and heavy brush.
It took awhile to get an accurate assessment of
what burned,” said Steve Swindle, a Cal Fire
spokesman.
In brighter news Wednesday, officials reported
that the fire was 30 percent contained, compared
to 20 percent Tuesday. It has burned 69,600 acres,

BACK AT BASE: CDF pilot Rick Haagenson exits an OV-10A
Bronco at the Cal Fire air attack base at Charles M. SchulzSonoma County Airport after battling the Rocky fire Monday.

One of the sweetest sounds during a
pitched battle with a raging wildfire is
the roar of an airplane swooping in low
to deliver a payload of orange-red retardant, the gooey substance splattering on
contact and snuffing out flames threatening lives or homes.
Two massive blazes in the North Bay in
the past three weeks have again brought
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home the crucial role aerial bombers
play in combating conflagrations across
drought-stricken California. Behind the
scenes and often far from the front lines,
these sky raids on an unforgiving enemy
are planned and executed with military
precision — and with no margin for error.
The aerial campaign for the Rocky fire
in Lake, Yolo and Colusa counties has
been mostly orchestrated some 65 miles
away, at Cal Fire’s air attack base on the
northern edge of the Charles M. SchulzSonoma County Airport. Here, a small
team of firefighters, dispatchers, mechanics and pilots on contract with the
state have run a tightly choreographed
operation to keep supplies of retardant
TURN TO AIR, PAGE A7
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